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A lot of people are now embracing Android due to its features and substantial benefits. Even if big
companies like Apple do not use innovations like Java, that does not make it less relevant since
majority of the smart phone industry use Java and Java-like languages including Android as well as
Blackberry. Thus, for developers who would like to embark on a much bigger platform for their
businesses, they can take advantage of Java training and Android training in order to stay relevant,
crossover to a new option and embrace the power of application development for mobile devices.

Advantages of Java for developers

According to notable companies in software development, mobile or phone based applications are
no longer just niches to the once great desktop application industry. Thousands of applications are
being made every year and these applications are designed to optimize businesses, improve phone
use, or personalize mobile experience. Java training is relevant for many developers because a lot
of mobile phone languages use Java as the foundation. When you take an Android training course,
you will identify some similar aspects to Java. They complement each other, and thus, both training
courses can benefit developers who would like to expand their reach in this established mobile
entity.

Why Java?

The answer to that is: Why not? It is so popular and it is still used by a lot of developers to create all
kinds of things. If you take Java training, you will understand that the scope of influence that Java
has to application development is massive. From web based applications, games, popular apps,
websites and plug-ins, there is always a fibre of Java in these applications. Therefore, it is still
quintessential to embrace Java training most especially if you are taking Android training. It is a
robust environment that offers incredible user experience.

Proof

Android training has become mandatory to a lot of developers because Java-like languages have
become so popular that millions of programmers are already competing to capture the next great
app. That means to really expand your competitiveness in software development and applications
creation, you have to be competent in Java. The market is big and the opportunities are endless. In
the last few years, we have seen a massive increase of Java developers and according to latest
data, more than 9 million people are now Java developers.

A bright future

In the last few years, Java has been under a lot of pressure and even controversy. According to
experts, Java still has a very bright future especially with Oracle. It may not be supported by other
dominant platforms but it is still one of the most popular languages out there. The influence of Java
is visible in desktops, laptops, data centres, mobile phone, and even television sets. From small
clients to big corporations, Java training has its great advantages to developers who want to
conquer this expanding industry. Along with Android training courses, developers who would like to
become more competitive in the market have to embrace Java, while the world awaits the next
architecture for software development.
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Julia Bennet - About Author:
Do you wish to expand your developer portfolio? We offer a Java training courses to get you started
in embracing the rich and competitive world of Java development. We also offer a Android Training
courses for mobile app application development.
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